**Engineer Sextet Conquers Baters By Score of 7-2**

Owen's Champion Pass Well and Check Hard to Win Out in 4th Inning

**TEAM WHOLE LOOKS GOOD**

In an exciting and tough final game, last night at the Boston Acre, the Technology Engineers 7-2 win over Bates. The Engineers played brilliantly forth on defense and offense and made a fine comeback after their 4-0 loss to Williams at Winthrop on Saturday.

The Batters jumped into an early lead last night by counting twice in the first period. Johnson made the first goal, a shot on the goal, and was shaved, and scored, and was on the front line of the Bates' defense for the second period. The Engineers started coming in from the left and getting their first goal at 5:47, taking the puck out, and leading 1-0 at the time of the first period. Johnson made the second goal at 5:47, coming in from the left and getting their first goal of the year. The final Engineers goal was pushed for 7-2. The Engineers played brilliantly both on defense and offense and made a fine comeback after their 4-0 loss to Williams at Winthrop on Saturday.